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QUESTION 1

A report with relevance to Contacts has to be built to show the entire business life cycle associated to the Contact. The
developer decides to design the report by combining reports using SQL. He has taken care of having multiple logical
statements based on common ID/Keys, yet he finds some issues due to Joins in reports. 

Identify the technique that could resolve the Join issue. 

A. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join, Outer Join and Doss Join. 

B. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join and Outer Join. 

C. This technique does not allow you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Inner Join and Outer Join. 

D. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Equi Joins. 

E. This technique allows you to Join multiple logical SQL statements by using Equi Join and Cross Join. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer is eager to see quick benefits with the new cloud software they bought. Which approach can you
recommend? 

A. Configure in Production instance from the start of the project. 

B. Conduct thorough requirement sessions to determine priorities. 

C. Start small and add functionality incrementally. 

D. Import data that fits out of the box and enable reporting. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to credit one of its sales managers to receive direct credit for each sale in a particular state How can
you accomplish this? 

A. Create a team credit rule for this state and assign the participant as a credit receive 

B. Create a direct credit rule, assign this participant as a credit receiver, and set \\'State\\' as a Qualifier. 

C. Create a rollup hierarchy rule and assign the participant as a credit receiver. 

D. Create a direct credit rule, assign all participants reporting to this participant as credit receivers, and set \\'State\\' as
qualifier 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

In which section of the Home screen do users receive notifications generated by the Approvals functionality? 

A. Worklist: Notifications and Approvals 

B. BPM Worklist 

C. Activity Stream 

D. Approval Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A performance measure is set up to determine the commission rate by using total sales attainment percentage tot a
quarter, which is measured as total sales by participant for the quarter divided by target for the quarter. How should you
set up this performance measure? 

A. Set Process Transaction = Individually and Interval - Quarter, select Running Total, select Accumulate for input
expression \\'credit transaction amount\\', and enter targets in the plan component associated with the performance
measure. 

B. Set Process Transaction = Individually and Interval = Quarter, select Running Total, select Accumulate for input
expression \\'transaction amount\\', and enter targets directly in the performance measure. 

C. Set Process Transaction = Grouped by Interval and Interval - Quarter, have the input expression \\'sum
(Credit.transactlonamount/Measure.Target)\\' and enter targets in the plan component associated with the performance
measure. 

D. Set Process Transaction = Grouped by Interval and Interval = Quarter, have the input expression \\'sum
(Oedit.transactionamount/Measure.Target)\\' and enter targets directly in the performance measure. 

Correct Answer: A 
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